‘It’s not just a walk in the park’. A research based perspective and emerging model on
integrating Nature into Psychotherapeutic Practice.
By: Joanne Hanrahan MSc.
The innate connection between humans and the natural world has been celebrated throughout
the ages. From indigenous peoples and old traditions, through philosophy, theology, poetry,
mythology and art, nature’s healing properties have been embraced. Similarly at a scientific
level the benefits of contact with nature have long been established. Given psychotherapy is
a human science supporting psychological healing, what of the integration between
psychotherapy and nature? The research study, on which the ‘CONFER’ speech and this
paper are based, addresses this question.
Nature and Wellbeing
Recent systematic reviews completed in different parts of the world by academics in the
fields of environmental science, social work and nursing (Keniger et al 2013; Heinsch 2012;
Hansen-Ketchum, Marck and Reutter 2009) have evaluated the body of research on humannature contact. Literature examined in these reviews point to the psychological, cognitive,
physiological, social and spiritual benefits of interacting with nature. Research highlighting
beneficial interaction, is further categorised in terms of viewing nature, being in close
proximity to it and direct participation and involvement with nature.
At a European governmental and social policy level reports into ‘green care’ are receiving
some attention. Extensive reports by the European research body Cooperation in Science and
Technology (COST) (Sempik, Hine and Wilcox 2010) and by UK mental health charity
MIND (MIND 2013; MIND 2007) are favourable of interventions which improve and
promote mental health through nature. The green care interventions reviewed in the above
reports predominately include activities such as social and therapeutic horticulture, facilitated
green exercise and wilderness therapy. Despite what seems like an obvious extension of the
reports’ review, they provide little or no mention of one to one nature-related psychotherapy.
Nature and Psychotherapy
During the second half of the twentieth century a number of psychotherapeutic theorists, such
as Jung (Sabini 2002; Jung 1963) and Frankl (1959) pointed to the psychological benefits of
contact with nature. More recently, a school of psychological thought known as ecopsychology (Roszak, Gomes and Kanner 1995) has also emerged along with corresponding
writings on the concept of ‘eco-therapy’ (Buzzell and Chalquist 2009).
The therapeutic qualities of nature recognised throughout the ages by Shamanistic healers and
indigenous peoples (Abram 1996) are now being increasingly embraced by psychotherapists.
However, in mainstream psychotherapy, it would appear that the integration of nature and
psychotherapy is at a fledgling stage of development. McLeod’s (2013), latest edition of the
bestseller ‘An introduction to counselling’, now includes a new chapter on therapy in nature.
Similarly the new edition of Burns’ (2014) ‘Nature-Guided Therapy’ first published in 1998
also suggests increased interest in the topic as does recently published work by Jordon (2015)
and Jordan and Hinds (2016). Indeed the ‘Confer’ conference on ‘Psychotherapy and the
Natural World’ could be described as a seminal event on the dissemination of thinking on the
topic.
Nevertheless, despite increased interest, there appears to be a dearth of empirical studies on
the specific area of the integration of nature into psychotherapy. Analysis of the literature
also points to gaps in the research. Such gaps include little direct focus on pure
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psychotherapy and nature, as opposed to multidisciplinary approaches to therapeutic nature
work. The focus of the research in this area is also on outdoor psychotherapy as opposed to a
broader integration of nature to psychotherapy.
On review of the current literature the qualitative study, on which this paper is based, was
undertaken in 2015. It was completed as part of an MSc in Integrative Counselling and
Psychotherapy in conjunction with the Turning Point Institute (Dublin) and Dublin City
University (DCU). The study was supervised by Dr Mary Rabbitte (TPI) and Dr Liam Mac
Gabhann (DCU). The central aim of the research was to explore the integration of nature into
psychotherapy. This was achieved through interviewing psychotherapists who see nature as
playing a significant role in their own personal process and an integral part in their clinical
practice. From the reviewed literature it would appear that this study differs from other
research in this area in that it includes data from a number of psychotherapists, using a mixed
approach to nature integration. This paper provides a brief overview of the study, its findings
and resulting emerging model for practice.
Method sample and analysis overview
Psychotherapists were recruited for this research through the Irish Association for Humanistic
and Integrative Psychotherapy (IAHIP) the Irish Association for Counselling and
Psychotherapy (IACP). Nine psychotherapists, practicing in three of the four provinces of
Ireland with a mix of both rural and urban practices, engaged in semi-structured interviews.
One of these therapists played an important role in piloting the study and the remaining eight
interviews provided the data for the study. The experienced participants had integrated
nature into their clinical practices in a variety of ways. Approaches to integration of nature to
practice varied between participants but included outdoor sessions, outdoor homework, using
natural materials in the therapy room and exploring the therapeutic value of a room with a
view. It should be noted that not all of the therapists in the study engaged in outdoor one to
one sessions, yet all provided very rich data on the integration of nature to practice. It is
believed that the diversity in their approaches and therapeutic influences added depth to the
study.
Figure 1: Participant Theoretical Frameworks, Influences & Approaches
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A phenomenological informed Thematic Analysis, based on Braun and Clarke’s (2013; 2006)
framework was chosen as the most suitable method of analysis for this data. A meticulous
and embodied analysis of the data lead to the identification of themes related to the
integration of nature to psychotherapy. Analysis of these themes highlight that a three way
relationship between therapist, client and nature can greatly enhance therapeutic work and the
awareness of the self. The analysis also draws attention to an unexpected study finding - that
of the continuum between psychotherapy as a science and psychotherapy as a care of the
soul, and also to the dissonance along that continuum.
Results
Analysis of the data in this study identified two overarching themes and five themes as shown
in Fig.2
Figure 2: Thematic Map
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Overarching themes organise and structure research findings and capture an idea
encapsulated in a number of themes (Braun and Clarke 2013). This research highlighted two
distinctive patterns in the data and these are referred to as ‘Saints’ and ‘Scholars’.
The overarching theme of Saints should not be misunderstood as referring to religious
themes. It should be interpreted in the broader sense of spirituality, creativity, symbolism
meaning making and magical mystery. The story of these concepts in the data are caught in
the themes ‘Within us yet beyond us’ and ‘Nature does the work’.
The overarching theme ‘Scholars’ corresponds to much of what might be described as core to
clinical practice, therapist reflexivity and client process work. The themes in this category,
‘It’s not just a walk in the park’ and ‘To know ourselves’ refer to reflective theoretical
practice and the deepening awareness of the client to their own psychological processes.
‘Saints’ and ‘Scholars’ also speak to the continuum between psychotherapy as a science and
psychotherapy as a therapy of the soul. It addresses the dissonance along that continuum
reflected in the theme final theme ‘That’s not quite academic’.
All five of the theme names have been taken from direct quotations in the data. The naming
quotes were seen as not just important in themselves but as providing an immediate and vivid
sense of what the themes are about (Braun and Clarke 2013).
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‘Within us yet beyond us’
This theme reflected the finding that the natural world evokes a sense of spirituality,
interconnectivity, and inspires feelings of awe. Findings related to this theme included;
• The importance of feeling part of ‘something bigger’
• The fact that we are ‘beings of nature’, and not separate from nature
• Reinforcement of the shamanistic and Jungian view which identifies nature as ‘the
spirit’ or spiritual (Abram 1996; Jung 1963).
• The external world was seen as inspiring change and transcendence in the inner
world. Akin to Maslow (1962) and Hoffman, Iversen and Ortiz (2010), this research
revealed the prevalence of nature inspired peak experiences.
• A link between contact with nature and the transpersonal self was highlighted and the
need to “rest our souls in nature” suggested.
‘Nature does the work’
This theme relates to many of the intangible dimensions which nature brings to
psychotherapeutic work. It addresses the finding that contact with nature not only aids the
therapy process, but in some ways, can provide more to the client than the therapist can
alone. Key findings associated with this theme included;
• The value of clients’ engagement with nature in supporting their integration of issues
such as life and death and research suggested that learning from nature provides hope.
• Akin to findings in Adevi and Martensson (2013) and Sahlin et al (2012), this study
suggested that engaging in nature related symbolism can provide comfort and enhance
meaning for many clients.
• Contact with nature can foster imagination, creativity, the element of fun and evokes
the sense that anything is possible.
• The magical, mystical and numinous quality of nature was also linked to Jung’s
(1968) collective unconscious and concepts such as Hollwey and Brierley’s (2014)
intuitive consciousness.
‘To know ourselves’
‘To know ourselves’ included what might be considered as the more traditional aspects of
psychological process, investigating nature’s role in areas such as emotional affect and
discharge, dissociation and embodiment. Points of interest in this theme included;
• All the therapists spoke of nature’s potential to enhance positive feelings. Terms such
as ‘soothed’, ‘uplifted’, ‘rewired’ and ‘rejuvenated’ were regularly used.
• Nature’s ability to ‘hold’ emotions such as rage, fear and shame was very apparent
from the interviews as was the integrative healing value of cathartic releases in nature.
• The findings from this study also suggested that unconscious processes may be more
freely accessed through contact with nature.
• Integration of dissociated parts may happen quicker through contact with nature with
terms like “breakthrough”, “uprooting”, “fundamental switch” being used to
describe nature’s role.
• This study proposes that contact with nature increases awareness of an embodied self
and places great value on the visceral experience of direct contact with nature.
‘It’s not just a walk in the park’
This theme explored psychotherapeutic theory in the context of nature work and the
importance of therapist experience and insight. Findings included;
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•

•
•

Integrating nature into psychotherapy has the potential to deepen the real or person-toperson relationship and the transpersonal relationship.
It also highlighted
transferential issues, such as the finding that outdoor therapy can often ‘diminish’
projections on the part of the client.
Some clients benefit from the witnessing of an outdoor therapeutic experience while
others prefer to connect with nature alone and process their experiences later in
therapy.
For some clients walking side by side may aid the development of trust with the
therapist and ease disclosure, whereas for others outdoor therapy may increase fear,
avoidance or trigger traumatic memories. Thus the individual client and the stage the
therapy is at must be given consideration.

Overall, the discussion of these themes allowed for the significance of integrating nature and
psychotherapy to be highlighted in relation to the spiritual, symbolic, embodied process and
the dimensions it adds to practice.
‘That’s not quite academic’
This final theme reflects conflicting but related aspects in the data. One being the drive to
highlight nature in psychotherapy in scholarly terms and the other the need to embrace both
nature and psychotherapy’s healing powers as sometimes being more of an art than a science.
While this theme highlighted some discord around integrating nature to practice, it is
interesting to note that the main aspect of nature and psychotherapy integration which seemed
to fuel dissonance around academia was that of the spiritual and numinous facets of this
integration.
‘That’s not quite academic’ reflects the study finding of a desire among therapists, to tie
nature’s integration in psychotherapy, along with its spiritual and numinous aspects, to
academia. However, in contrast the second aspect of the data which developed this theme
also suggested the view that the over theorising of psychotherapy should be resisted due to
the fear that we have lost the ‘soul’ in psycho-therapy.
Hollwey and Brierley (2014) suggest that the numinous realm and psychological science are
essential parts of our existence and need a reliable bridge to join them. This research would
suggest that nature and its integration into psychotherapy may provide one such bridge
between science and soul.
Integration of Themes
The exploration of each theme brings valuable insight to research. However, it is the overall
integration of themes that highlights the importance of the three way relationship between
therapist, nature and client. It is to this that the focus will now turn.
Jung, on writing of his experience of living in “modest harmony with nature” in Bollingen on
Lake Zurich, describes his sense of “repose and renewal” and of being “most deeply myself”
(1963, p.225), through connection with nature. In psychotherapeutic terms there are many
aspects to the self which Jung may have been referring to. Three of the themes discussed in
the research drew attention to nature’s possible role in deepening awareness of different
aspects of the self. Findings suggested nature contact can help us ‘know ourselves’ through
contact with unconscious aspects of the self and development of an embodied sense of self.
Similarly at a spiritual level it would seem in this study that contact with nature can lead to
the experience of what Assagioli (1965) termed as the transpersonal self. An exploration of
‘Nature does the work’ adds yet another dimension to the expanded sense of self which
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nature may contribute to, suggesting links to Jung’s (1968) collective unconscious and
concepts such as Hollwey and Brierley’s (2014) intuitive consciousness.
However, while the focus of psychotherapy is generally to deepen the awareness of the
various aspects of self, in its attempts to encourage real and congruent relationships, this
process is not without pain, fear, avoidance and at times, resistance to change. Similarly, and
as one would expect, this struggle is also reflected across the themes in this research. While
the possible positive effect of being able to reintegrate dissociated parts quicker through
contact with nature is highlighted in ‘To know ourselves’ issues around fear and trauma of
embodied experience were also addressed in the analysis of the research. Similarly
therapist’s observations of process avoidance and fear relating to nature work were
mentioned in ‘It’s not just a walk in the park’. In these cases this research would point to the
direct experience of nature as expanding and deepening awareness of self. This,
consequential, engagement with self, at times, may also fuel fear in relation to
psychotherapeutic process work.
The skill and knowledge base of the therapist is always of paramount importance in
psychotherapy to ensure the safe navigation of unconscious process. This applies to
therapists across all modalities and approaches. Based on the many clear links to therapeutic
process and deepening of awareness which integrating nature and psychotherapy facilitates,
therapeutic skill is a highly important dynamic in the therapist nature and client relationship.
Figure 3: Therapist, Nature and Client Relationship. Awareness of self as developed through this
research.

Review of Research Objectives
This research started out with three main objectives each of which was achieved and are
summarised below.
1. To explore the experience of integrating nature into psychotherapy practice.
This study showed that integrating nature into psychotherapy practice added many positive
dimensions to clinical practice. It was found to have a deepening and enriching influence on
the therapeutic relationship. This research highlighted the significance of nature as a resource
to therapists, their clients and ultimately to the therapy process. As such, a therapeutic
partnership including nature was found to be greatly beneficial. This is in line with much of
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the current literature and empirical research in this area (Jordan and Hinds 2016; Jordan
2015; Burns 2014; Plotkin 2013; Hasback 2012; Berger 2008; Berger and McLeod 2006).
2. To conceptualise the theoretical links of this practice.
Therapists seamlessly integrated nature into practice with mainstream approaches such as
Person Centered, Psychodynamic and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy. They highlighted
direct theoretical links to very common approaches such as Gestalt and Existentialism.
However similar to Berger (2008) and Davis (1998) this research also points to the fact that
integrating nature into psychotherapy includes embracing creative and transpersonal
modalities and a holistic approach to psychological healing.
3. To examine the therapeutic value of nature from psychotherapists’ perspective.
Many facets of the therapeutic value of nature were addressed in this research. In line with
much of the literature (Palsdottir 2014; Advei and Martensson 2013; Linden and Grut 2002)
contact with nature was seen as initiating change in clients, providing comfort and meaning,
fostering creativity, promoting positive affect and supporting cathartic discharge.
With the overall research objectives reviewed and key finding summarised this paper will
now conclude with the study implications and recommendations pointing to an emerging
model for integrating nature into psychotherapy.
Implications and Recommendations for Theory Development and Clinical Practice
The role of nature in embodied experience was very significant in this research. However,
there would appear to be very little research on the integration of body psychotherapy
approaches and nature. This presents as a potentially important area for theoretical
development. Similarly this research suggested that theoretical development based on an
integration of nature in approaches to trauma would warrant attention.
In terms of clinical practice this study presents useful insights to both those who have
integrated nature into their therapy practice and those who may consider it. This research
highlights the clear benefits of contact with nature, along with showing that this contact can
enrich the psychotherapeutic process. Therefore, based on the research findings that the
therapeutic benefits of integrating nature to therapy outweigh its limitations, this study would
propose that psychotherapists embrace nature in practice. Clinical recommendations on such
a practice include:
•
•
•
•

Self-reflection on the part of therapists on the role nature plays in their own lives.
A gradual examination on ways which nature may be appropriately integrated to practice.
A client focus, with clear understanding and consideration given to the client’s needs.
Consideration given to each individual client in relation to nature based interventions,
timing of such interventions and possible drawbacks.

Through analysis of the research data, and the overall study findings a model for practice
ensues. This emerging model for the integration of the natural world into clinical practice is
represented in Fig. 4 below. It provides a useful guide for psychotherapists and other
clinicians interested in embracing nature in their practice.
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Figure 4: Emerging Model for the Integration of Nature and Psychotherapy

Finally, recommendations from the therapists, whose experience brought this research to
fruition, include seeing the ‘magic in life’, tapping in to ‘the wonder of a child’, and having
‘fun with it’. As one therapist concluded “we’re there to stimulate curiosity and get people in
touch with themselves. Connected back to self”.
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